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Feedback Analysis and Action Plan
The Institution obtained feedback from- Parents/ Guardians, Students, and Alumni on various
aspects, such as Curricular aspects- library facilities and functioning, inter and intra
institutional activities, Student cell, Counselling services, collaborative activities, placement
cell, internships, cultural space, etc. The feedback obtained was analyzed and subsequent
measures for the betterment of the students and the institutions were suggested.
The following report contains feedback analysis along with the actions taken by the IQAC:

Curricular aspects- Feedback Analysis and Action Plan
The curricular aspects include all the activities undertaken by the institution such as courses
offered, facilities provided for academic and extracurricular activities, Hostel and canteen
facilities, different services for students such as Student cell, Counselling services and
placement cell, etc. Feedback from Parents/ Guardians, Students, and Alumni, pertaining to
curricular aspects has been analyzed and action taken to improve the services have been
mentioned as follows:

Alumni’s Feedback
The Institute collected various details about the curricular aspects through the Alumni
feedback form. The responses received can be categorized from ‘Moderate’ to ‘Excellent’ on
the basis of the analysis done. This shows that the Curriculum provided at NIEPA is on par
with the expectations of alumni. The majority of the alumni are satisfied with the services
provided by NIEPA. For instance, 95% of the alumni are satisfied with the structure and
content of the course, 95% of the alumni are satisfied with the research orientation and
research facilities provided to them, 95% of the alumni are satisfied with the relevance of
learning from NIEPA, 90% of the alumni are satisfied with the technical and empirical
expertise gained throughout the course period at NIEPA, and 90% of the alumni are satisfied
with the teaching-learning process of NIEPA. 85% of the alumni clearly stated that they have
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gained knowledge through the courses provided at NIEPA. Yet there are some improvements
to be made for the betterment of the institution.
Action Plan: IQAC has taken the following measures to provide better services:
i) Alumni Conference and seminar: The NIEPA alumni have asked for conducting an
alumni conference or seminar, therefore, IQAC will encourage the establishment of the
Alumni Association of NIEPA (AAN), which will be mentored to organize alumni
conferences and seminars.
ii) NIEPA Newsletter: The NIEPA alumni have suggested the launching and subscription of
the NIEPA newsletter. Therefore, IQAC is working out modalities for launching a quarterly
NIEPA newsletter which will cover different academic activities and equality initiatives at
NIEPA. All alumni will have free access to it.
iii) Collaboration: The NIEPA alumni have suggested Collaboration with Industry; Internships
in private sectors, state governments as well as NGOs working in the field of education. Therefore,
IQAC will make an effort to have more collaboration with the government, and NGOs for

NIEPA.
iv) Placement Cell: The NIEPA alumni have suggested starting a placement cell at NIEPA.
Therefore, the placement cell has already been established wide. notification no.
NIEPA/Admn./RO/030/2020-21
(http://www.niepa.ac.in/download/Notification%20-%20Placement%20Cell,%20NIEPA.pdf
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